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Abstract—In this talk, we will present a novel framework to understand the tradeoff
between binning utility, meta information leakage and hypotheses distinguishability. More
specifically, under the proposed framework, we formulate two constrained optimization
problems. In the first problem, the goal is to maximize the binning utility while restraining
a certain level of information leakage. In the second problem, the goal is to maximize
the binning utility while maintaining a lower bound for the measure of distinguishability
between two hypotheses and an upper bound for the level of information leakage. Both
problems are NP-hard by nature because we are seeking an optimal allocation ofM random
items into N bins. Such problems (where optimization is carried out over a diverse but
yet dependent series of sets) are formally known as multi-agent multi-variate optimization
problems. We develop suboptimal solutions to exploit potential sub-modular structures
of the problems based upon sufficient conditions found on the payoff functions in the
underlying objective functions. Further numerical results are presented to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed sub-modular function based algorithms.
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